
HOS  
1. What are the course offered by HOS? 
Ans.HOS offers the following Exam:- a. Secondary Course b. Sr. Secondary Course  
2. Whether Secondary/Sr. Secondary School Certificates obtained from HOS have the 
same recognition as other Boards? 
Ans.Yes. The Secondary/Sr.Secondary certificate obtained form HOS have the same recognition 
as certificates issued by other Boards. 
3. Whether change of subject is possible after taking admission? 
Ans.Yes. A learner can change one or more subjects before One Month of Examination. Subject 
Change fee 200/- Rs. Per Subject . 
4. What is the choice of medium offered by the HOS for the Secondary/Sr. Secondary 
Courses? 
Ans. At the Secondary /Sr. Secondary levels HOS offers its courses mainly in English and Hindi 
medium. 
5. Whether subjects already cleared from Board Of School Education Haryana are allowed 
tot be transferred and credited at the HOS Secondary/Sr. Secondary Courses? 
Ans.HOS provides the facility of " Credit Transfer Policy (CTP) to a minimum one subject 
passed From the Board OF School Education Haryana for Secondary and Sr. Secondary Classes. 
HOS does not provide this facility to the candidates from other Boards . 
6. Does HOS provide guidance and support in academic & other Matters ? 
Ans.Yes. A learner can get guidance and support in academic & other matters through study 
centers established at District and Tehsil Levels. 
7. In which month HOS holds its Secondary/Sr. Secondary Public Examinations? 
Ans.The Public annual Examinations are held in the months of April-May and Supplementary 
examination held in September -October on dates fixed by HOS.  
8. What should a learner do to perform better in HOS public Examination? 
Ans.To perform better in HOS a learner must appear for examination only when he/she is 
well prepared in his/her subject. Learners should also attend Personal Contact Programme 
(PCP classes) regularly at the Study Centre to solve/clear their doubts and problems that 
they have faced while studying at their own pace. Time table for the PCP classes is to be 
obtained from the Study Centers. 
9. Is it necessary to have a two years gap between passing of Secondary and Sr. Secondary 
Examination? 
Ans.Yes, a two years gap is essential between passing of secondary and Sr. Secondary 
examination. If a learner does not have the requisite gap of two years, he/she can not appear in 
Examination . He/she will be eligible to appear in Examination only on completion of two years 
gap. 
10. How do the learners find examination results? 
Ans.Results are made available on our web site and on successful completion of the course as 
per certification criteria, a learner is provided Certificate. . 
11. How does a learner know about his/her examination centre and schedule of 
examination? 
Ans.The schedule of examination is made available on the web site about a month before the 
commencement of examination. This information is also sent to the learners by post. 
12. What is the fees structure for of Secondary and Sr.Secondary exam? 



Ans.Fee of Secondary and Sr. Secondary Exam is 1100 Rs. (Price of Prospectus ) for Fresh 
Candidates and Rs. 750 for reappear candidates. 
13. What is the Eligibility of Secondary exam? 
Ans.The age of the candidate should be 14yrs which applying for Secondary Examinations.  
 


